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Every nation and culture has universal aspirations: we want communities that are safe, prosperous, just, healthy and educated. The rule of law is essential to achieving these goals.

Over the next three days, leaders from around the world representing many disciplines will forge new partnerships and design programs to advance the rule of law in our communities. The World Justice Forum brings us together around our shared belief in two complementary premises. First, the rule of law is the foundation for communities of opportunity and equity. Second, collaboration across disciplines is the most effective way to advance the rule of law and fulfill our hopes for society.

This Forum depends upon the support of the World Justice Project’s distinguished honorary chairs, sponsors and funders. I thank them for their contributions to this effort.

Each of you can play a key role in launching a multinational, multidisciplinary movement to advance the rule of law. It is essential that the Forum serve as an incubator of new programs to advance the rule of law in our respective communities. I look forward to working with you in the days ahead.

Sincerely,

William H. Neukom
Founder, World Justice Project
Safety and human rights are among the highest values, and every democracy must protect and safeguard them. I am therefore very glad that the World Justice Forum takes place in Vienna from 2 until 5 July and is attended by such high-ranking participants.

Rule of law and legal certainty are two of the cornerstones of peaceful coexistence in every society. Fighting poverty, continuously optimising the provision of health care for our citizens, and striving to provide every member of our society with the best possible education have always been among the basic concerns of the Vienna City Government. I strongly believe that this is the only way to guarantee social peace and the perception that we live in a just world. On this note I would like to welcome all participants of the World Justice Forum at the Austria Center Vienna and wish this international conference every possible success for the benefit of our entire society.

Michael Häupl
Mayor and Governor of Vienna
The World Justice Project (WJP) is a multinational, multidisciplinary initiative to strengthen the rule of law worldwide. It is creating an international network of governmental and non-governmental leaders who are advancing the rule of law as a foundation for thriving communities and for success in virtually all fields of endeavor.

The WJP bases its definition of the rule of law on four universal principles:

- The government and its officials and agents are accountable under the law;
- The laws are clear, publicized, stable and fair, and protect fundamental rights, including the security of persons and property;
- The process by which the laws are enacted, administered and enforced is accessible, fair and efficient; and
- The laws are upheld, and access to justice is provided by competent, independent, and ethical law enforcement officials, attorneys or representatives, and judges who are of sufficient number, have adequate resources, and reflect the makeup of the communities they serve.

Since its start in December 2006, the WJP has focused on strengthening the rule of law through four complementary program areas:

- The WJP is “MAINSTREAMING” the rule of law into the thinking and actions of a broad range of fields, thereby creating a new, expanded constituency committed to take actions to strengthen the rule of law worldwide. In multidisciplinary outreach meetings held in Africa, Asia, Europe, Latin America and North America, the WJP has brought together senior leaders from more than 71 countries, representing such fields as architecture, the arts, business, education, engineering, environment, faith, human rights, labor, law, law enforcement, media, military, public health and public safety, as well as officials from multilateral organizations and governments.

At each of these meetings, the participants unanimously concluded that the rule of law is essential to the success of their professional efforts and to their communities. Participants also identified opportunities for cross-disciplinary collaboration to strengthen the rule of law and provided comments on the WJP’s Rule of Law Index.

The meeting in Ghana also launched the WJP’s pilot small grants program, which is funding initiatives by faith, labor, public health, women’s rights and other disciplines to advance the rule of law in 11 Sub-Saharan African countries. In the United States, similar multidisciplinary outreach meetings are being sponsored by state bar associations and other organizations to develop networks and initiatives to strengthen the rule of law within the U.S.
The WJP’s SCHOLARSHIP program features rigorous research by two teams of leading international scholars. One team, which includes Nobel Laureates Dr. James Heckman and Dr. Amartya Sen, is developing a body of scholarship examining the contributions of the rule of law to various aspects of economic, political and social development. A second team, led by Professor Yash Ghai, head of the United Nations Development Program’s Constitutional Advisory Unit in Nepal, is conducting a series of comparative field studies on how marginalized groups obtain access to justice. Both scholars’ teams are presenting their findings at the World Justice Forum.

The World Justice Project is developing a RULE OF LAW INDEX to assess countries’ adherence to the rule of law. The Index translates the Rule of Law principles into a system of factors and sub-factors that measure such rule of law elements as: open and accountable government, public participation and access to information, non-discrimination and protection of fundamental rights, enforcement of contracts, security of persons and property, and access to justice through competent and impartial courts. The Index will be administered on a periodic basis to provide government leaders, civil society, non-governmental organizations and business leaders with information to enable them to assess and strengthen adherence to the rule of law and to measure incremental change over time. Version 1.0 of the Rule of Law Index and the preliminary results of the field tests are being presented at the Forum.

The WORLD JUSTICE FORUM is the World Justice Project’s founders’ conference, building on the WJP’s achievements to date. The Forum is at once an educational event, an occasion for determining the next steps for the World Justice Project, and an incubator for new programs and strategies to advance the rule of law. Governmental and non-governmental leaders from various disciplines will develop new programs at the Forum to strengthen the rule of law within and across countries. Participants include leaders from the disciplines represented at the multidisciplinary outreach meetings and the WJP’s co-sponsoring organizations, as well as representatives of governments, multilateral institutions, policy institutes, foundations and other nongovernmental organizations. The WJP envisions future Forums at which participants will utilize the Rule of Law Index’s findings to identify opportunities to strengthen the rule of law and generate new initiatives to strengthen the rule of law over the coming years.

The World Justice Project has already seen the beginnings of new thinking and collaboration to advance the rule of law worldwide. We are confident that the participants in this inaugural World Justice Forum will succeed in making the rule of law a fundamental concern of all stakeholders, and will launch and sustain a worldwide movement that strengthens the rule of law.
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WEDNESDAY, JULY 2

2:00 P.M. – 4:00 P.M.  Introduction and Orientation Session for Speakers, Moderators and Rapporteurs  
Hall D, Blue Level

4:00 P.M. - 7:00 P.M.  Registration  
Foyer D, Blue Level

5:00 P.M. - 7:00 P.M.  Forum Opening Reception  
Enterance Hall, Yellow Level
WILLIAM H. NEUKOM  
President  
American Bar Association  
Seattle, Washington, USA

THURSDAY, JULY 3

8:00 A.M. - 9:00 A.M.  Registration and Coffee Service  
Foyer D, Blue Level

9:00 A.M. - 10:30 A.M.  Welcome Remarks and Keynote Address: Why the Rule of Law Matters  
Hall D, Blue Level
WILLIAM H. NEUKOM  
President  
American Bar Association  
Seattle, Washington, USA
MARY ROBINSON  
Former President of Ireland  
President, Realizing Rights: The Ethical Globalization Initiative  
Dublin, Ireland
Thursday, July 3
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**EMIL CONSTANTINESCU**  
Former President of Romania  
Bucharest, Romania

10:30 A.M. - 11:00 A.M.  **Coffee Service**  
*Foyer D, Blue Level*

11:00 A.M. - 12:15 P.M.  **Panel Discussion: Peace, Prosperity and the Rule of Law**  
*Hall D, Blue Level*

**MODERATOR: BEVERLY McLACHLIN**  
Chief Justice  
Supreme Court of Canada  
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada

**PANELISTS: MOHAMMED SÁ AD ABUBAKAR**  
Sultan of Sokoto  
President-General, Nigerian Supreme Council for Islamic Affairs  
Abuja, Nigeria

**ROBERT BADINTER**  
Senator  
Parliament of France  
Paris, France

**STEPHEN G. BREYER**  
Associate Justice  
Supreme Court of the United States  
Washington, D.C., USA

**SALIH MAHMOUD OSMAN (INVITED)**  
Winner of 2007 Sakharov Prize for Freedom of Thought  
Member, Sudan National Assembly  
Omdurman, Sudan

12:15 P.M. - 1:45 P.M.  **Luncheon**  
*Hall F, Yellow Level*

**Panel Discussion: The Rule of Law and Poverty Reduction**

**MODERATOR: CLAUDIA J. DUMAS**  
Executive Director  
World Justice Project  
Washington, D.C., USA

**PANELISTS: HERNANDO DE SOTO**  
President  
Institute for Liberty and Democracy  
Lima, Peru

**ASHRAF GHANI**  
Chairman, Institute of State Effectiveness  
Former Finance Minister of Afghanistan  
Kabul, Afghanistan
THURSDAY, JULY 3
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ANTHONY M. KENNEDY
Associate Justice
Supreme Court of the United States
Washington, D.C., USA

MARY ROBINSON
Former President of Ireland
President, Realizing Rights: The Ethical Globalization Initiative
Dublin, Ireland

2:00 P.M. – 3:30 P.M.  TOPICAL PLENARY SESSIONS (Including Questions and Answers)

Track One: Scholarship on Rule of Law Issues
Hall G, Blue Level

MODERATOR: ROBERT L. NELSON
Director
American Bar Foundation
Chicago, Illinois, USA

PANELISTS: HILARIO G. DAVIDE, JR.
Philippine Ambassador to the United Nations
Former Chief Justice of the Philippines
Manila, Philippines

JAMES HECKMAN
Henry Schultz Distinguished Service Professor of Economics
University of Chicago
Senior Research Fellow, American Bar Foundation
Winner of the Nobel Prize in Economics
Chicago, Illinois, USA

TIMUR KURAN
Professor of Economics and Political Science and
Gorter Family Chair in Islamic Studies
Duke University
Durham, North Carolina, USA

MARGARET LEVI
Jere L. Bachrach Professor of International Studies
University of Washington
Director, CHAOS Center
Seattle, Washington, USA

Track Two: Rule of Law Index
Hall H, Blue Level

MODERATOR: DR. SAMUEL MULLER
Director
Hague Institute for the Internationalisation of Law
Hague, The Netherlands

PANELISTS: MARK AGRAST
Senior Fellow
Center for American Programs
Washington, D.C., USA
JUAN BOTERO
Director
Rule of Law Index
World Justice Project
Washington, D.C., USA

DANIEL KAUFMANN
Director of Global Programs
World Bank Institute
Washington, D.C., USA

JAMES PARSONS
Director
Substance Use and Mental Health Program
Vera Institute of Justice
New York, New York, USA

Track Three: Education and the Rule of Law
Hall E1, Yellow Level

MODERATOR: ARTHUR LEVINE
President
Woodrow Wilson National Fellowship Foundation
Princeton, New Jersey, USA

PANELISTS: JOHN RENDEL
Chief Executive
Promoting Equality in African Schools
London, United Kingdom

RICHARD W. RILEY
Partner, Nelson Mullins Riley & Scarborough
Former U.S. Secretary of Education
Columbia, South Carolina, USA

SYLVIA ORTEGA SALAZAR (INVITED)
Rector
Universidad Pedagogica Nacional
Huixquilucan, Mexico

ANDREAS SCHLEICHER (INVITED)
Director, Indicators and Analysis Division
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD)
Paris, France

Track Four: Access to Justice Issues
Hall K, Blue Level

MODERATOR: YASH GHAI
Chair
Constitutional Advisory Unit for Nepal
United Nations Development Programme
Kathmandu, Nepal

PANELISTS: CHERIE BOOTH BLAIR
Queens Counsel
Matrix Chambers
London, England

HANNAH IRFAN
Legal Consultant
Lahore, Pakistan
WILLIAM K. SLATE II (INVITED)
President
American Arbitration Association
New York, New York, USA

DAVID V. WILLIAMS
Professor
University of Auckland
Auckland, New Zealand

Track Five: The Environment
Hall I, Blue Level

MODERATOR: LEE DEHINNS
Chair
ABA Section of Environment, Energy and Resources
Atlanta, Georgia, USA

PANELISTS: J.R. NEREUS O. ACOSTA
Former Congressman
Philippine House of Representatives
Manila, Philippines

JORGE CAILLAUX
President
Sociedad Peruana de Derecho Ambiental
Lima, Peru

KOH KHENG-LIAN
Director, Asia-Pacific Centre for Environmental Law
Professor, National University of Singapore
Singapore

DURWOOD J. ZAELKE
President, Institute for Governance and Sustainable Development
Director, International Network for Environmental Compliance and Enforcement
Washington, D.C., USA

Track Six: Multidisciplinary Approaches to the Rule of Law: The Example of Africa
Hall E2, Yellow Level

MODERATOR: ADAMA DIENG
Assistant Secretary-General and Registrar
United Nations Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda
Arusha, Tanzania

PANELISTS: KEMI ASIWAJU
Regional Representative
Altus Global Alliance/CLEEN Foundation
Abuja, Nigeria

NEMATA MAJEKS-WALKER
Founding President
The 50/50 Group of Sierra Leone
Freetown, Sierra Leone
MARTIN MANUHWA  
President  
Zimbabwe Institute of Civil Engineers  
Harare, Zimbabwe

ONESMO MATEI  
Country Coordinator for Tanzania  
The Global Challenge  
Arusha, Tanzania

3:30 P.M. – 4:00 P.M.  
Coffee Service  
Foyer D, Blue Level

4:00 P.M. – 6:00 P.M.  
SMALL GROUP BREAKOUT SESSIONS BY DISCIPLINE

Group One: Medicine and Public Health

CO-MODERATORS: MENGISTU ASNAKE KIBRET
President  
Ethiopian Public Health Association  
Addis Ababa, Ethiopia  
and

GEORGES C. BENJAMIN  
Executive Director  
American Public Health Association  
Washington, D.C., USA

RAPPORTEUR: GIAN LUCA BURCI  
General Counsel  
World Health Organization  
Geneva, Switzerland

Group Two: Faith

CO-MODERATORS: MUSTAFA YUSUF ALI
Secretary General  
African Council of Religious Leaders  
Nairobi, Kenya  
and

SERAPIO LUIS DEL CASTILLO  
Bishop  
Department de Cerro Largo  
Uruguay Bishop’s Conference  
Melo, Uruguay

RAPPORTEUR: ROBERT STUMBLESS  
Chancellor  
Anglican Church of Zimbabwe  
Harare, Zimbabwe

Group Three: Military and Public Safety

CO-MODERATORS: LIEUTENANT JULIO ALBERTO HANG
Director  
Instituto de Seguridad y Asuntos Estrategicos  
Buenos Aires, Argentina  
and
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**Group Four: Business and Finance**

**CO-MODERATORS:** MARIA LIVANOS CATTAU
Former Secretary General
International Chamber of Commerce
Geneva, Switzerland
and
BRUCE SEWELL
Senior Vice President and General Counsel
Intel Corporation
Santa Clara, California, USA

**RAPPORTEUR:** PETER LEON
Partner
Webber Wentzel Bowens
Johannesburg, South Africa

**Group Five: Law and the Judiciary**

**CO-MODERATORS:** KUNIO HAMADA
Former Justice
Supreme Court of Japan
Tokyo, Japan
and
SUET FERN LEE
Managing Director
Stamford Law Corporation
Singapore

**RAPPORTEUR:** M. MARGARET Mckeown
Judge
U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit
San Diego, California, USA

**Group Six: Education**

**CO-MODERATORS:** ALAN RUBY
Senior Fellow
Graduate School of Education
University of Pennsylvania
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, USA
and
AKILAGPA SAWYERR
Secretary-General
Association of African Universities
Accra, Ghana

RAPPORTEUR: ELIZABETH WONG
Senior Program Officer, Global Development
Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation
Seattle, Washington, USA

Group Seven: Arts and Culture
CO-MODERATORS: DAVID K. SHIPLER
Author and Correspondent
Winner of Pulitzer Prize for Non-Fiction
Chevy Chase, Maryland, USA

and

ROBERT VAN LIEROP
Former Ambassador to the United Nations from Vanuatu
New York, New York, USA

RAPPORTEUR: JONNY STEINBERG
Visiting Research Scholar
City University of New York
Johannesburg, South Africa

Group Eight: Human Rights and Social and Health Services Organizations
CO-MODERATORS: AMBASSADOR EMILIO CARDENAS (INVITED)
Former President
International Bar Association
Buenos Aires, Argentina

and

HASSAN B. JALLOW
Chief Prosecutor and Under Secretary-General
United Nations International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda
Arusha, Tanzania

RAPPORTEUR: CHRISTINA BIEBESHEIMER
Chief Counsel of the Justice Reform Practice Group
Legal Department
World Bank
Washington, D.C., USA

Group Nine: Media
CO-MODERATORS: ALVIN LEE (INVITED)
Director, International Relations and Public Policy
Time Warner
Hong Kong, China

and

ZHEYU YANG
Senior Editor
Caijing Magazine
Beijing, China
RAPPORTEUR: FERNAN SAGUIER (INVITED)
Subdirector
La Nacion
Buenos Aires, Argentina

Group Ten: Architecture and Engineering
CO-MODERATORS: JOHN BOYD
President
International Federation of Consulting Engineers (FIDIC)
Mississauga, Ontario, Canada
and
KHALDUN BSHARA
Head of Conservation Unit
RIWAQ: Centre for Agricultural Conservation
Ramallah, West Bank

RAPPORTEUR: EMILIO COLON
President-Elect
World Council of Civil Engineers
San Juan, Puerto Rico

Group Eleven: Environment
CO-MODERATORS: LESLIE CAROTHERS
President
Environmental Law Institute
Washington, D.C., USA
and
CHARLES OKIDI
Research Professor
Institute for Development Studies
Nairobi, Kenya

RAPPORTEUR: STEPHEN STEC
Senior Legal Specialist and Head of the
Environmental Law Programme
Regional Environmental Center for Central and Eastern Europe
Budapest, Hungary

Group Twelve: Labor
CO-MODERATORS: EARL BROWN, JR.
Labor and Employment Law and China Program Director
Solidarity Center
Washington, D.C., USA
and
SAMUEL KOFI WOODS
Minister of Labor
Republic of Liberia
Monrovia, Liberia

RAPPORTEUR: RAQUEL GONZALEZ GRASSI
Deputy Director
International Trade Union Federation
Geneva, Switzerland
Group Thirteen: Government and Politics
CO-MODERATORS: MICHAEL JOHNSON  
Member of Parliament and Opposition Whip  
Australian Parliament  
Canberra, Australia  
and  
FERNANDO PERPIÑA-ROBERT  
Secretary General  
Club of Madrid  
Madrid, Spain  

RAPPORTEUR: ALEXANDRO KVITASHVILI  
Minister of Labour, Health and Social Affairs  
Republic of Georgia  
Tbilisi, Georgia

Group Fourteen: Science and Technology (Discovery and Scholarship)
CO-MODERATORS: MARK FRANKEL  
Director  
American Association for the Advancement of Science  
Washington, D.C., USA  
and  
MARIACHIARA TALLACCHINI  
Professor of the Philosophy of Law  
Catholic University of Piacenza  
Piacenza, Italy  

RAPPORTEUR: ROGER E. LEVIEN  
President  
Strategy & Innovation Consulting  
Stamford, Connecticut, USA

6:00 P.M.  Adjourn Program for the Day
6:00 P.M. - 7:00 P.M.  Forum Leadership Planning Meeting
7:30 P.M. - 9:30 P.M.  Forum Reception  
Wiener Kursalon  
Johannesgasse 33

FRIDAY, JULY 4

8:00 A.M. - 9:00 A.M.  Coffee Service  
Foyer D, Blue Level
9:00 A.M. - 10:30 A.M.  TOPICAL PLENARY SESSIONS (Including Questions and Answers)  
Track Seven: Human Rights Issues  
Hall G, Blue Level  
MODERATOR: RUTH BADER GINSBURG  
Associate Justice  
Supreme Court of the United States  
Washington, D.C., USA
FRIDAY, JULY 4
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PANELISTS: SILVIA CASALE
President
United Nations Subcommittee on
Prevention of Torture
London, England

ELISABET FURA-SANDSTRÖM
Judge
European Court of Human Rights
Strasbourg, France

PARVEZ HASSAN
Lawyer and Human Rights Activist
Hassan & Hassan
Lahore, Pakistan

MICHAEL POSNER
President
Human Rights First
New York, New York, USA

Track Eight: Business and Labor
Hall H, Blue Level

MODERATOR: JOHN BOHN
Former Chairman
U.S. Export – Import Bank
Washington, D.C., USA

PANELISTS: TOM ETTY
Adviser for International Affairs and
Head of International Department
Netherlands Trade Union Confederation (FNV)
Amsterdam, Netherlands

PHILIP O’REILLY
Chief Executive
Business New Zealand
Wellington, New Zealand

SAM POKU
Chief Executive Officer
The West Africa Business Association
Accra, Ghana

ANDREW PROZES
Director, Reed Elsevier PLC
CEO, LexisNexis Group
New York, New York, USA

Track Nine: Anti-Corruption and the Rule of Law
Hall I, Blue Level

MODERATOR: DAVID G. MONGAN
President
American Society of Civil Engineers
Baltimore, Maryland, USA
FRIDAY, JULY 4
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PANELISTS: KAMEL AYADI
Immediate Past President
World Federation of Engineering Organizations
Tunis, Tunisia

WILLIAM HENRY
Former President, American Society of Civil Engineers
Past Chair, American Association of Engineering Societies
Sequim, Washington, USA

HUGUETTE LABELLE
Chair
Transparency International
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada

DINAH POKEMPNER
General Counsel
Human Rights Watch
New York, New York, USA

Track Ten: Property Rights
Hall K, Blue Level

MODERATOR: ROY L. PROSTERMAN
Emeritus Professor, University of Washington
School of Law
Founder and Chairman Emeritus, Rural Development Institute
Seattle, Washington, USA

PANELISTS: HERNANDO DE SOTO
President, Institute for Liberty and Democracy
Lima, Peru

JOHAN GERNANDT
Senior Partner
Gernandt & Danielsson
Chairman, Governing Council of the
Central Bank of Sweden
Stockholm, Sweden

EVA PILS
Assistant Professor
The Chinese University of Hong Kong School of Law
Hong Kong, China

ANNE TREBILCOCK
Former Legal Adviser
International Labor Organization
Rethem, Germany

Track Eleven: Resolution of Civil and Military Conflict
Hall E1, Yellow Level

MODERATOR: JOHN EDWIN MROZ
President and CEO
EastWest Institute
New York, New York, USA
FRIDAY, JULY 4
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PANELISTS: CHERYL CAROLUS
Founder and Executive Chair
Petona Group Holdings, Ltd
Rivonia, South Africa

NIHAL F. FAHMY
United Nations Consultant on Human Trafficking
Cairo, Egypt

ASHRAF GHANI
Chairman, Institute of State Effectiveness
Former Finance Minister of Afghanistan
Kabul, Afghanistan

LARRY JOHNSON
Assistant-Secretary-General for Legal Affairs
United Nations
New York, New York, USA

Track Twelve: Public Health
Hall E2, Yellow Level

MODERATOR: DAVID BYRNE
Former EU Commissioner for Health and Consumer Protection
Dublin, Ireland

PANELISTS: PETER BOYLE
Executive Director
International Agency for Research and Cancer
Lyon, France

BARBARA HATCHER
Secretary General
World Federation of Public Health Associations
Washington, D.C., USA

ILONA KICKBUSCH
Professor
Graduate Institute of International Studies
Geneva, Switzerland

PEKKA PUSKA
Director General
KTL – National Public Health Institute
Helsinki, Finland

10:30 A.M. - 11:00 A.M.  Coffee Service
Foyer D, Blue Level

11:00 A.M. - 12:00 P.M.  SMALL GROUP BREAKOUT SESSIONS BY DISCIPLINE

Group One: Medicine and Public Health
CO-MODERATORS: MENGI ISTU ASNAKE KIBRET
President
Ethiopian Public Health Association
Addis Ababa, Ethiopia
and
FRIDAY, JULY 4
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GEORGES C. BENJAMIN
Executive Director
American Public Health Association
Washington, D.C., USA

RAPPORTEUR: GIAN LUCA BURCI
General Counsel
World Health Organization
Geneva, Switzerland

Group Two: Faith
CO-MODERATORS: MUSTAFA YUSUF ALI
Secretary General
African Council of Religious Leaders
Nairobi, Kenya
and
SERAPIO LUIS DEL CASTILLO
Bishop
Department de Cerro Largo
Uruguay Bishop’s Conference
Melo, Uruguay

RAPPORTEUR: ROBERT STUMBLES
Chancellor
Anglican Church of Zimbabwe
Harare, Zimbabwe

Group Three: Military and Public Safety
CO-MODERATORS: LIEUTENANT JULIO ALBERTO HANG
Director
Instituto de Seguridad y Asuntos Extratipicos
Buenos Aires, Argentina
and
COLONEL MARY PERRY
Chief, Air Force Operations and
International Law Division
United States Air Force
Washington, D.C., USA

RAPPORTEUR: BRIGADIER GENERAL KEVIN RIORDAN
Director-General, Defence Legal Services
New Zealand Defence Force
Wellington, New Zealand

Group Four: Business and Finance
CO-MODERATORS: MARIA LIVANOS CATTAUI
Former Secretary General
International Chamber of Commerce
Geneva, Switzerland
and
BRUCE SEWELL
Senior Vice President and General Counsel
Intel Corporation
Santa Clara, California, USA
FRIDAY, JULY 4
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RAPPORTEUR: PETER LEON
Partner
Webber Wentzel Bowens
Johannesburg, South Africa

Group Five: Law and the Judiciary
CO-MODERATORS: KUNIO HAMADA
Former Justice
Supreme Court of Japan
Tokyo, Japan
and
SUET FERN LEE
Managing Director
Stamford Law Corporation
Singapore

RAPPORTEUR: M. MARGARET McKEOWN
Judge
U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit
San Diego, California, USA

Group Six: Education
CO-MODERATORS: ALAN RUBY
Senior Fellow
Graduate School of Education
University of Pennsylvania
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, USA
and
AKILAGPA SAWYERR
Secretary-General
Association of African Universities
Accra, Ghana

RAPPORTEUR: ELIZABETH WONG
Senior Program Officer, Global Development
Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation
Seattle, Washington, USA

Group Seven: Arts and Culture
CO-MODERATORS: DAVID K. SHIPLER
Author and Correspondent
Winner of Pulitzer Prize for Non-Fiction
Chevy Chase, Maryland, USA
and
ROBERT VAN LIEROP
Former Ambassador to the United Nations from Vanuatu
New York, New York, USA

RAPPORTEUR: JONNY STEINBERG
Visiting Research Scholar
City University of New York
Johannesburg, South Africa
Group Eight: Human Rights and Social and Health Services Organizations

CO-MODERATORS: AMBASSADOR EMILIO CARDENAS (INVITED)
Former President
International Bar Association
Buenos Aires, Argentina
and

HASSAN B. JALLOW
Chief Prosecutor and Under Secretary-General
United Nations International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda
Arusha, Tanzania

RAPPORTEUR: CHRISTINA BIEBESHEIMER
Chief Counsel of the Justice Reform Practice Group
Legal Department
World Bank
Washington, D.C., USA

Group Nine: Media

CO-MODERATORS: ALVIN LEE (INVITED)
Director, International Relations and Public Policy
Time Warner
Hong Kong, China
and

ZHEYU YANG
Senior Editor
Caijing Magazine
Beijing, China

RAPPORTEUR: FERNAN SAGUIER (INVITED)
Subdirector
La Nacion
Buenos Aires, Argentina

Group Ten: Architecture and Engineering

CO-MODERATORS: JOHN BOYD
President
International Federation of Consulting Engineers (FIDIC)
Mississauga, Ontario, Canada
and

KHALDUN BSHARA
Head of Conservation Unit
RIWAQ: Centre for Agricultural Conservation
Ramallah, West Bank

RAPPORTEUR: EMILIO COLON
President-Elect
World Council of Civil Engineers
San Juan, Puerto Rico
Group Eleven: Environment

CO-MODERATORS: LESLIE CAROTHERS
President
Environmental Law Institute
Washington, D.C., USA
and
CHARLES OKIDI
Research Professor
Institute for Development Studies
Nairobi, Kenya

RAPPOREUR: STEPHEN STEC
Senior Legal Specialist and Head of the
Environmental Law Programme
Regional Environmental Center for Central and Eastern Europe
Budapest, Hungary

Group Twelve: Labor

CO-MODERATORS: EARL BROWN, JR.
Labor and Employment Law and China Program Director
Solidarity Center
Washington, D.C., USA
and
SAMUEL KOFI WOODS
Minister of Labor
Republic of Liberia
Monrovia, Liberia

RAPPOREUR: RAQUEL GONZALEZ GRASSI
Deputy Director
International Trade Union Federation
Geneva, Switzerland

Group Thirteen: Government and Politics

CO-MODERATORS: MICHAEL JOHNSON
Member of Parliament and Opposition Whip
Australian Parliament
Canberra, Australia
and
FERNANDO PERPIÑA-ROBERT
Secretary General
Club of Madrid
Madrid, Spain

RAPPOREUR: ALEXANDRO KVITASHVILI
Minister of Labour, Health and Social Affairs
Republic of Georgia
Tbilisi, Georgia
FRIDAY, JULY 4
Where rooms are not indicated, see agenda supplement for room assignments

Group Fourteen: Science and Technology (Discovery and Scholarship)
CO-MODERATORS: MARK FRANKEL
Director
American Association for the Advancement of Science
Washington, D.C., USA
and
MARIACHIARA TALLACCHINI
Professor of the Philosophy of Law
Catholic University of Piacenza
Piacenza, Italy
RAPPORTEUR: ROGER E. LEVIEN
President
Strategy & Innovation Consulting
Stamford, Connecticut, USA

12:00 P.M. - 1:30 P.M.  
Luncheon
Hall F, Yellow Level
INTRODUCTION: YASH GHAI
Chair
Constitutional Advisory Unit for Nepal
United Nations Development Programme
Kathmandu, Nepal
KEYNOTE SPEAKER: ARTHUR CHASKALSON
Former Chief Justice
Constitutional Court of South Africa
Johannesburg, South Africa
followed by a conversation with:
RUTH BADER GINSBURG
Associate Justice
Supreme Court of the United States
Washington, D.C., USA

1:30 P.M. – 3:00 P.M.  
SMALL GROUP BREAKOUT SESSIONS BY PROFESSIONAL DISCIPLINE

Group One: Medicine and Public Health
CO-MODERATORS: MENGISTU ASNAKE KIBRET
President
Ethiopian Public Health Association
Addis Ababa, Ethiopia
and
GEORGES C. BENJAMIN
Executive Director
American Public Health Association
Washington, D.C., USA
RAPPORTEUR: GIAN LUCA BURCI
General Counsel
World Health Organization
Geneva, Switzerland
Group Two: Faith
CO-MODERATORS: MUSTAFA YUSUF ALI
Secretary General
African Council of Religious Leaders
Nairobi, Kenya
and
SERAPIO LUIS DEL CASTILLO
Bishop
Department de Cerro Largo
Uruguay Bishop’s Conference
Melo, Uruguay
RAPPORTEUR: ROBERT STUMBLES
Chancellor
Anglican Church of Zimbabwe
Harare, Zimbabwe

Group Three: Military and Public Safety
CO-MODERATORS: LIEUTENANT JULIO ALBERTO HANG
Director
Instituto de Seguridad y Asuntos Extrategicos
Buenos Aires, Argentina
and
COLONEL MARY PERRY
Chief, Air Force Operations and
International Law Division
United States Air Force
Washington, D.C., USA
RAPPORTEUR: BRIGADIER GENERAL KEVIN RIORDAN
Director-General, Defence Legal Services
New Zealand Defence Force
Wellington, New Zealand

Group Four: Business and Finance
CO-MODERATORS: MARIA LIVANOS CATTAUI
Former Secretary General
International Chamber of Commerce
Geneva, Switzerland
and
BRUCE SEWELL
Senior Vice President and General Counsel
Intel Corporation
Santa Clara, California, USA
RAPPORTEUR: PETER LEON
Partner
Webber Wentzel Bowens
Johannesburg, South Africa
Group Five: Law and the Judiciary

CO-MODERATORS: KUNIO HAMADA
Former Justice
Supreme Court of Japan
Tokyo, Japan
and
SUET FERN LEE
Managing Director
Stamford Law Corporation
Singapore

RAPPORTEUR: M. MARGARET MCKEOWN
Judge
U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit
San Diego, California, USA

Group Six: Education

CO-MODERATORS: ALAN RUBY
Senior Fellow
Graduate School of Education
University of Pennsylvania
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, USA
and
AKILAGPA SAWYERR
Secretary-General
Association of African Universities
Accra, Ghana

RAPPORTEUR: ELIZABETH WONG
Senior Program Officer, Global Development
Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation
Seattle, Washington, USA

Group Seven: Arts and Culture

CO-MODERATORS: DAVID K. SHIPLER
Author and Correspondent
Winner of Pulitzer Prize for Non-Fiction
Chevy Chase, Maryland, USA
and
ROBERT VAN LIERP
Former Ambassador to the United Nations from Vanuatu
New York, New York, USA

RAPPORTEUR: JONNY STEINBERG
Visiting Research Scholar
City University of New York
Johannesburg, South Africa
Group Eight: Human Rights and Social and Health Services Organizations

CO-MODERATORS: AMBASSADOR EMILIO CARDENAS (INVITED)
Former President
International Bar Association
Buenos Aires, Argentina
and

HAESSAN B. JALLOW
Chief Prosecutor and Under Secretary-General
United Nations International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda
Arusha, Tanzania

RAPPORTEUR: CHRISTINA BIEBESHEIMER
Chief Counsel of the Justice Reform Practice Group
Legal Department
World Bank
Washington, D.C., USA

Group Nine: Media

CO-MODERATORS: ALVIN LEE (INVITED)
Director, International Relations and Public Policy
Time Warner
Hong Kong, China
and

ZHEYU YANG
Senior Editor
Caijing Magazine
Beijing, China

RAPPORTEUR: FERNAN SAGUIER (INVITED)
Subdirector
La Nacion
Buenos Aires, Argentina

Group Ten: Architecture and Engineering

CO-MODERATORS: JOHN BOYD
President
International Federation of Consulting Engineers (FIDIC)
Mississauga, Ontario, Canada
and

KHALDUN BSHARA
Head of Conservation Unit
RIWAQ: Centre for Agricultural Conservation
Ramallah, West Bank

RAPPORTEUR: EMILIO COLON
President-Elect
World Council of Civil Engineers
San Juan, Puerto Rico
Group Eleven: Environment

CO-MODERATORS: LESLIE CAROTHERS
President
Environmental Law Institute
Washington, D.C., USA

and

CHARLES OKIDI
Research Professor
Institute for Development Studies
Nairobi, Kenya

RAPPORTEUR: STEPHEN STEC
Senior Legal Specialist and Head of the
Environmental Law Programme
Regional Environmental Center for Central and Eastern Europe
Budapest, Hungary

Group Twelve: Labor

CO-MODERATORS: EARL BROWN, JR.
Labor and Employment Law and China Program Director
Solidarity Center
Washington, D.C., USA

and

SAMUEL KOFI WOODS
Minister of Labor
Republic of Liberia
Monrovia, Liberia

RAPPORTEUR: RAQUEL GONZALEZ GRASSI
Deputy Director
International Trade Union Federation
Geneva, Switzerland

Group Thirteen: Government and Politics

CO-MODERATORS: MICHAEL JOHNSON
Member of Parliament and Opposition Whip
Australian Parliament
Canberra, Australia

and

FERNANDO PERPIÑA-ROBERT
Secretary General
Club of Madrid
Madrid, Spain

RAPPORTEUR: ALEXANDRO KVITASHVILI
Minister of Labour, Health and Social Affairs
Republic of Georgia
Tbilisi, Georgia
Group Fourteen: Science and Technology (Discovery and Scholarship)

CO-MODERATORS: MARK FRANKEL
  Director
  American Association for the Advancement of Science
  Washington, D.C., USA

  and

  MARIACHIARA TALLACCHINI
  Professor of the Philosophy of Law
  Catholic University of Piacenza
  Piacenza, Italy

RAPPORTEUR: ROGER E. LEVIEN
  President
  Strategy & Innovation Consulting
  Stamford, Connecticut, USA

3:00 P.M. - 3:30 P.M.  
Coffee Service
  Foyer D, Blue Level

3:30 P.M. - 6:00 P.M.  
SMALL GROUP BREAKOUT SESSIONS BY REGION:
CONCRETE PROPOSALS TO BUILD THE RULE OF LAW (PART I)

Region One: Middle East and North Africa
MODERATOR: YASSIN EL-AYOUTY
  President
  Center for the Study of the U.N. System and the
  Global Order (SUNSGLOW)
  Former Chief of the Africa Division of the U.N.
  New York, New York, USA

RAPPORTEUR: AL SADIQ AL MAHDI (INVITED)
  Former Prime Minister of Sudan
  Omdurman, Sudan

Region Two: Western Europe I
MODERATOR: FERNANDO POMBO
  President
  International Bar Association
  Madrid, Spain

RAPPORTEUR: HANS CORELL
  Former Under-Secretary-General for Legal Affairs
  United Nations
  Stockholm, Sweden

Region Three: Western Europe II
MODERATOR: TIM COWEN
  General Counsel and Commercial Director
  BT Global Services
  London, England

RAPPORTEUR: CHRISTIAN ÅHLUND
  Executive Director
  International Legal Assistance Consortium
  Stockholm, Sweden
Region Four: U.S., Canada and the Caribbean I

MODERATOR: WILLIAM GOODRIDGE
Justice
Supreme Court of Newfoundland and Labrador
St. John’s, Newfoundland, Canada

RAPPORTEUR: STEVEN N. ZACK
Partner, Boies, Schiller & Flexner
Former Chair, ABA House of Delegates
Miami, Florida, USA

Region Five: U.S., Canada and the Caribbean II

MODERATOR: JAMES CAIRNS
Director of Programs
World Conference of Religions for Peace
New York, New York, USA

RAPPORTEUR: H. THOMAS WELLS, JR.
Partner, Maynard, Cooper & Gale
President-Elect, American Bar Association
Birmingham, Alabama, USA

Region Six: Latin America I

MODERATOR: ELIAS BLUTH
Former Deputy Minister of Defense of Uruguay
Montevideo, Uruguay

RAPPORTEUR: J. JAMES SPINNER
General Counsel
Inter-American Development Bank
Washington, D.C., USA

Region Seven: Latin America II

MODERATOR: BOLIVAR LAMOUNIER (INVITED)
Political Consultant
Augurium Consulting
Sao Paulo, Brazil

RAPPORTEUR: BEATRIZ BOZA
Executive Director
Ciudandonos ai Dia
Lima, Peru

Region Eight: East Asia

MODERATOR: CHENGUIANG WANG
Dean
Tsinghua University School of Law
Beijing, China

RAPPORTEUR: JOSEPH SEON HUR
Former Secretary General
Korean Fair Trade Commission
Seoul, Korea
Region Nine: Central and Eastern Europe

MODERATOR: FERENC MÁDL (INVITED)
Former President of Hungary
Budapest, Hungary

RAPPORTEUR: PETAR STOYANOV (INVITED)
Former President of Bulgaria
Sofia, Bulgaria

Region Ten: Central and South Asia

MODERATOR: NASIRA IQBAL
Former Judge
Lahore High Court
Lahore, Pakistan

RAPPORTEUR: SOLI SORABJEE (INVITED)
Former Attorney General of India
New Delhi, India

Region Eleven: Western Africa

MODERATOR: MOHAMMED SÁ AD ABUBAKAR
Sultan of Sokoto
President-General, Nigerian Supreme Council for Islamic Affairs
Abuja, Nigeria

RAPPORTEUR: SAMUEL OKUDZETO
Former President
Ghana Bar Association
Accra, Ghana

Region Twelve: Eastern Africa

MODERATOR: MIKE KIRONDE
Managing Director
Promoting Equality in African Schools (PEAS)
Kampala, Uganda

RAPPORTEUR: MOSES T. KACHIMA
Executive Secretary
Southern African Trade Union Coordination Council
Nairobi, Kenya

Region Thirteen: Southeast Asia, Australia, New Zealand, Pacific

MODERATOR: SUSAN GLAZEBROOK
Justice
New Zealand Court of Appeal
Wellington, New Zealand

RAPPORTEUR: AISEA TAUMOEPEAU
Attorney General and Minister of Justice of Tonga
Nukualofa, Tonga

Region Fourteen: Central and Southern Africa

MODERATOR: ASHWIN TRIKAMJEE
President
South African Hindu Maha Sabha
Durban, South Africa
FRIDAY, JULY 4/SATURDAY, JULY 5
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RAPPORTEUR: MARTIN MANUHWA
President
Zimbabwe Institute of Civil Engineers
Harare, Zimbabwe

6:00 P.M.
Adjourn Program for the Day

6:00 P.M. - 7:00 P.M.
Forum Leadership Planning Meeting

7:30 P.M. - 9:30 P.M.
Forum Dinner
Hofburg Palace
Michaelerplatz (Entrance Heldenplatz)
KEYNOTE: ANTHONY M. KENNEDY (INVITED)
Associate Justice
Supreme Court of the United States
Washington, D.C., USA

(Note: Bus Service will be provided from hotels to Hofburg Palace and return)

SATURDAY, JULY 5

8:00 A.M. - 9:00 A.M.
Coffee Service
Foyer D, Blue Level

9:00 A.M. - 10:30 A.M.
SMALL GROUP BREAKOUT SESSIONS BY REGION:
CONCRETE PROPOSALS TO BUILD THE RULE OF LAW (PART II)

Region One: Middle East and North Africa
MODERATOR: YASSIN EL-AYOUTY
President
Center for the Study of the U.N. System and the
Global Order (SUNSGLOW)
Former Chief of the Africa Division of the U.N.
New York, New York, USA
RAPPORTEUR: AL SADIQ AL MAHDI (INVITED)
Former Prime Minister of Sudan
Omdurman, Sudan

Region Two: Western Europe I
MODERATOR: FERNANDO POMBO
President
International Bar Association
Madrid, Spain
RAPPORTEUR: HANS CORELL
Former Under-Secretary-General for Legal Affairs
United Nations
Stockholm, Sweden

Region Three: Western Europe II
MODERATOR: TIM COWEN
General Counsel and Commercial Director
BT Global Services
London, England
RAPPORTEUR: CHRISTIAN ÅHLUND  
Executive Director  
International Legal Assistance Consortium  
Stockholm, Sweden

Region Four: U.S., Canada and the Caribbean I  
MODERATOR: WILLIAM GOODRIDGE  
Justice  
Supreme Court of Newfoundland and Labrador  
St. John’s, Newfoundland, Canada

RAPPORTEUR: STEVEN N. ZACK  
Partner, Boies, Schiller & Flexner  
Former Chair, ABA House of Delegates  
Miami, Florida, USA

Region Five: U.S., Canada and the Caribbean II  
MODERATOR: JAMES CAIRNS  
Director of Programs  
World Conference of Religions for Peace  
New York, New York, USA

RAPPORTEUR: H. THOMAS WELLS, JR.  
Partner, Maynard, Cooper & Gale  
President-Elect, American Bar Association  
Birmingham, Alabama, USA

Region Six: Latin America I  
MODERATOR: ELIAS BLUTH  
Former Deputy Minister of Defense of Uruguay  
Montevideo, Uruguay

RAPPORTEUR: J. JAMES SPINNER  
General Counsel  
Inter-American Development Bank  
Washington, D.C., USA

Region Seven: Latin America II  
MODERATOR: BOLIVAR LAMOUNIER (INVITED)  
Political Consultant  
Augurium Consulting  
Sao Paulo, Brazil

RAPPORTEUR: BEATRIZ BOZA  
Executive Director  
Ciudadanos ai Dia  
Lima, Peru

Region Eight: East Asia  
MODERATOR: CHENGYUANG WANG  
Dean  
Tsinghua University School of Law  
Beijing, China
RAPPORTEUR: JOSEPH SEON HUR
Former Secretary General
Korean Fair Trade Commission
Seoul, Korea

Region Nine: Central and Eastern Europe
MODERATOR: FERENC MÁDL (INVITED)
Former President of Hungary
Budapest, Hungary
RAPPORTEUR: PETAR STOYANOV (INVITED)
Former President of Bulgaria
Sofia, Bulgaria

Region Ten: Central and South Asia
MODERATOR: NASIRA IQBAL
Former Judge
Lahore High Court
Lahore, Pakistan
RAPPORTEUR: SOLI SORABJEE (INVITED)
Former Attorney General of India
New Delhi, India

Region Eleven: Western Africa
MODERATOR: MOHAMMED SÁ AD ABUBAKAR
Sultan of Sokoto
President-General, Nigerian Supreme Council for Islamic Affairs
Abuja, Nigeria
RAPPORTEUR: SAMUEL OKUDZETO
Former President
Ghana Bar Association
Accra, Ghana

Region Twelve: Eastern Africa
MODERATOR: MIKE KIRONDE
Managing Director
Promoting Equality in African Schools (PEAS)
Kampala, Uganda
RAPPORTEUR: MOSES T. KACHIMA
Executive Secretary
Southern African Trade Union Coordination Council
Nairobi, Kenya

Region Thirteen: Southeast Asia, Australia, New Zealand, Pacific
MODERATOR: SUSAN GLAZEBROOK
Justice
New Zealand Court of Appeal
Wellington, New Zealand
RAPPORTEUR: AISEA TAUMOEPEAU
Attorney General and Minister of Justice of Tonga
Nukualofa, Tonga
Region Fourteen: Central and Southern Africa

MODERATOR: ASHWIN TRIKAMJEE
President
South African Hindu Maha Sabha
Durban, South Africa

RAPPORTEUR: MARTIN MANUHWA
President
Zimbabwe Institute of Civil Engineers
Harare, Zimbabwe

10:30 A.M. - 11:00 A.M.
Coffee Service
Foyer D, Blue Level

11:00 A.M. - 12:30 P.M.
Plenary Session: Reports of the Regional Breakout Sessions (Part I)
Hall D, Blue Level

DISCUSSION LEADER: DIANNA P. KEMPE
Former President
International Bar Association
Paget, Bermuda

12:30 P.M. - 1:15 P.M.
Informal Working Lunch

1:15 P.M. – 3:00 P.M.
Plenary Session: Reports of the Regional Breakout Sessions (Part II)
Hall D, Blue Level

DISCUSSION LEADER: WILLIAM C. HUBBARD
Chair, Commission on the World Justice Project
Partner, Nelson Mullins Riley & Scarborough
Columbia, South Carolina, USA

3:00 P.M. – 3:15 P.M.
Summary and Conclusion: Next Steps for the Rule of Law-Charge and Adjournment
Hall D, Blue Level

CLOSING SPEAKERS: HILARIO G. DAVIDE, JR.
Former Chief Justice of the Philippines
Philippine Ambassador to the United Nations
Manila, Philippines

and

WILLIAM H. NEUKOM
President
American Bar Association
Seattle, Washington, USA

3:15 P.M.
Forum Adjourns

3:30 P.M. – 6:00 P.M.
Post-Forum Planning Session: Creating a Framework for Further Action
Hall H, Blue Level

DISCUSSION LEADER: WILLIAM H. NEUKOM
President
American Bar Association
Seattle, Washington, USA
Maps
Austria Center Vienna – Floor Plan

Haupteingang
Main Entrance
The Red Level of the Austria Center Vienna will not be in use for any World Justice Forum activities or sessions.
HOTEL GUIDE
A: INTERCONTINENTAL
B: MARRIOTT
C: RADISSON
D: BRISTOL
E: IMPERIAL
Maps

Underground Metro
World Justice Project Founder
William H. Neukom

World Justice Forum Planning Committee
Lawrence B. Bailey, Chair • William C. Hubbard • R. William Ide, III
Roderick B. Mathews • Daniel A. Sharp • James R. Silkenat

World Justice Project Executive Director
Claudia J. Dumas

Commission on the World Justice Project
Chair
William C. Hubbard

Members
Mark D. Agrast • H. William Allen • Lawrence B. Bailey • Hilarie Bass
Doreen D. Dodson • Deborah Enix-Ross • Jeffrey B. Golden • Robert J. Grey, Jr.
Thomas Z. Hayward • R. William Ide, III • Dianna P. Kempe • Carolyn B. Lamm
Hon. Margaret McKeown • J. Anthony Patterson, Jr. • Llewelyn G. Pritchard
Patricia Lee Refo • Hon. Ellen F. Rosenblum • Stephen A. Saltzburg • James R. Silkenat
David K.Y. Tang • Mary T. Torres • Walter H. White, Jr. • Stephen N. Zack

Advisors
Elizabeth Ann Andersen • Thomas Carothers • Mark S. Ellis • Robert L. Nelson

Advisory Commission Members
Kim Askew • Giuseppe Bisconti • Hector Diaz-Bastien • Hon. Lee Smalley Edmon
Laura Viviana Farber • Justin Brett Goldstein • Thomas Andrew Gottschalk
Renaldy J. Gutierrez • Gerold W. Libby • Hon. Mark D. Martin
Judy Perry Martinez • Hon. Leslie Miller • Jon L. Mills • Paul Moxley
Ramon Mullerat • Cheryl I. Niro • Alfredo Miguel O’Farrell • Richard Pena
Vincent Polley • Kenneth B. Reisenfeld • Martin Solc • Mark H. Tuohy III
Palmer Gene Vance, II • Howard H. Vogel • Hon. James A. Wynn, Jr.

Counselors
Martha W. Barnett • Talbot D’Alemberte • Homer E. Moyer, Jr. • Roberta Cooper Ramo
INDEX
Mark D. Agrast • Juan Carlos Botero • Claudia J. Dumas

Working in Collaboration with:
Vera Institute of Justice • The Honorable Hans Corell • José Caballero
Alejandro Ponce-Rodriguez • Centro Nacional De Consultoria, Colombia
World Justice Project Index Expert Advisory Group
Centro de Estudios de Seguridad Ciudadana, Chile • CLEEN Foundation, Nigeria
Institute for Development and Communication, India

SCHOLARS
Mirna Adjami • Franklin Allen • Amrit Amirapu • Julio Faundez
Geoff Budlender • Lee Cabatingan • Flavia Carlet • Thomas Carothers
Tanja Chopra • Jill Cottrell • Kenneth Dam • Zachary Elkins
Brad Epperly • Julio Faundez • Yash Ghai • Thomas Ginsburg • James Goldston
Antara Haldar • Terence C. Halliday • Ron Harris • James Heckman
Hannah Irfan • Daniel Kaufmann • Timur Kuran • Margaret Levi
James Melton • Robert L. Nelson • Eva Pils • Katharina Pistor
Jun Qian • Boaventura de Sousa Santos • Amartya Sen • Barry Weingast
David V. Williams

STAFF
Marty Balogh • Kelly Book • Sarah Bolm • Juan Carlos Botero
Chantal-Victoria Bright • Susanna Brown • Larnetta Buck • Karl Camillucci
Katy Englehart • Sarah Erickson-Muschko • Lindsey Frazer
Jennifer Gaudette • Patty Gaul • Barbara Gottlieb • Charles Hall
Frances Hartwell • Warren Hazelton • Marina Jacks • Janet Jackson
Sally Kim • Jennifer Miller • Rose Murray • John Rhead • Erica Selig

VENDORS
Austria Center Vienna • Carlson Wagonlit Travel • IMS Incoming Marketing Services
Webges • Bösmüller Print Management GmbH & Co KG • Linemark

ADDITIONAL FUNDERS
Keith Ashmus • Lawrence B. Bailey • Clare Suzanne Holland
Mr. & Mrs. William H. Neukom • J. Anthony Patterson, Jr.
BADGES

All attendees will be required to show their World Justice Forum badge for admission to the World Justice Forum sessions at the Austria Center Vienna (ACV). No guests will be allowed entry to the ACV as sessions are open to invited registrants only.

CONTACTS

WORLD JUSTICE FORUM CONTACTS

World Justice Project Headquarters (U.S.)
Telephone: +1 202 662 1013
Please note that WJP Headquarters are located in Washington, DC. Due to time differences, the office will only be available from 3:00 p.m. -11:00 p.m. local time in Vienna.

ON-SITE CONTACTS

Carlson Wagonlit Travel Information Desk
Contact: Ms. Sarah Willoughby will be available on the Blue Level of the ACV to manage flight questions and possible changes to flight itineraries. Any costs incurred as a result of changes to a ticketed reservation will be the responsibility of the traveler.

Hospitality Desk
Representatives of our destination management company, IMS, will be available July 2 and 3 at the Intercontinental, Marriott, and Radisson hotels to provide arriving guests with general information and directions to World Justice Forum events. They will be available July 2nd from 10:00 a.m. - 7:00 p.m., and July 3rd from 7:00 a.m. - 7:00 p.m.

WJF Registration/Information Desk
A Hospitality Desk will be available on the Blue Level of the ACV for registration assistance and general questions throughout the Forum. Registration will take place in connection with the Opening Reception on Wednesday evening, July 2nd. All Forum participants are asked to register at this time.
GETTING AROUND

There are many modes of transportation within Vienna. Please note that Forum participants are responsible for their own ground transportation in Vienna, with the exception of underground metro travel using the passes provided by the Forum, bus transportation for the opening reception, and bus transportation for Friday night’s dinner at the Hofburg Palace.

TO AND FROM THE VIENNA INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT

By Taxi
Taxis are available at all airport terminals. Fares to the city centre are around €40, including fees and tip.

By City Airport Train (CAT)
The CAT runs directly from the airport to the City Centre in roughly 16 minutes. Fares are €9 one way or €16 round trip. The CAT departs the airport every 30 minutes at 5 and 35 past the hour. It departs Landstrasse/Wien Mitte station in Vienna City Centre every 30 minutes at 8 and 38 minutes past the hour.

By S-Bahn (Local Commuter Train)
The S-Bahn or Schnellbahn also runs directly from the airport to many points in the city. Take the S7 (or S2) and arrive in the City Centre in 26 minutes. Fares are €3.40 one way or €6.80 round trip.

TRANSPORTATION TO THE EVENING EVENTS

Registration and Opening Reception
Buses will be provided for transport to and from the Austria Center Vienna. Return hotel transfer will begin at 6:30 p.m.

Kursalon - July 3, 7:30 - 9:30 p.m.
The Kursalon is within 10 minutes walking distance of each hotel. Please arrive by 7:30 p.m.

Hofburg Palace - July 4, 7:30 - 10:00 p.m.
Buses will depart for the Hofburg Palace promptly at 7:00 p.m. Please be in your respective hotel lobby prior to this time for boarding. Proceed to the “Heldenplatz” entrance for the event.

Return hotel transfer will begin at 10:15 p.m.

TRANSPORTATION TO AND FROM THE AUSTRIA CENTER VIENNA

BY METRO UNDERGROUND

Three-day underground passes have been included in your registration kit for public transportation to and from the Forum sessions at the ACV. You can recognize underground stations by a big blue “U” sign. Underground travel to the ACV takes approximately 40 minutes once one enters the applicable station.

The World Justice Forum strongly advises that you use underground transportation to and from the Austria Center Vienna, as there will be high volumes of innercity traffic during these peak commute hours.
HOTEL INTERCONTINENTAL

To the ACV
- Enter the underground **U4 (GREEN LINE)** at STADTPARK station (opposite the InterContinental) in direction HUETTELDORF.
- Exit at the next station KARLSPLATZ/OPER.
- Switch to the underground **U1 (RED LINE)** in direction LEOPOLDAU.
- Exit at station VIC - VIENNA INTERNATIONAL CENTRE/KAISERMUEHLEN.
  Follow the signs to the ACV.

From the ACV
- Enter the underground **U1** in direction REUMANNPLATZ.
- Exit at KARLSPLATZ/OPER.
- Switch to the underground **U1 (RED LINE)** in direction LEOPOLDAU.
- Exit at the next station STADTPARK.
  Take the exit JOHANNES-GASSE to get back to the hotel.

HOTEL MARRIOTT & RADISSON SAS

To the ACV
- Take the TRAMWAY #1, STATION WEIHBURGGAUSS, which goes along the ring boulevard.
- Exit at KARLSPLATZ/OPER.
- Switch to the underground **U1 (RED LINE)** in direction LEOPOLDAU.
- Exit at station VIC - VIENNA INTERNATIONAL CENTRE/KAISERMUEHLEN.
  Follow the signs to the ACV.

From the ACV
- Enter the underground **U1** in direction REUMANNPLATZ.
- Exit at KARLSPLATZ. Leave the metro station via exit OPERA.
- Take the TRAMWAY #2.
- Exit at station WEIHBURGGAUSS.

HOTEL IMPERIAL & BRISTOL

To the ACV
- At KARLSPLATZ/OPER enter the underground **U1 (RED LINE)** in direction LEOPOLDAU.
- Exit at station VIC - VIENNA INTERNATIONAL CENTRE/KAISERMUEHLEN.
  Follow the signs to the ACV.

From the ACV
- Enter the underground **U1** in direction REUMANNPLATZ.
- Exit at KARLSPLATZ. Leave the metro station via exit OPERA.

MEDICAL SERVICES

**CLOSEST PHARMACY**
(TO HOTEL INTERCONTINENTAL)
Salesianer-Apotheke
Salesianerg 14 1030 Wien
Tel: +43(1) 713 1459

**MAIN HOSPITAL IN VIENNA**
AKH - Allgemeines Krankenhaus
Währinger Gürtel 18-20
1090 Wien
Tel: +43(1) 404 00-0
**DRESS CODE**

Business attire is recommended for all meetings and events, including those held at Hofburg Palace and the Kursalon.

---

**MEDIA**

There will be a WJF media center on-site at the ACV. For any media questions related to the Forum, please contact WARREN HAZELTON at: hazeltow@staff.abanet.org.

WJF Media Registration information can be found at: [http://www.abanet.org/media/events/wjf_form.shtml](http://www.abanet.org/media/events/wjf_form.shtml).

---

**TIP GUIDE**

Tipping at a rate of 5 to 10% is common practice in Vienna. Tips are customarily given to hotel porters, cleaning staff, taxi drivers, and tour guides, among others.

---

**HOTELS**

**INTERCONTINENTAL WIEN**  
Johannesgasse 28  
Vienna A-1037  
Austria  
Tel: +43 1 711220  
Fax: +43 1 7134489

**HOTEL BRISTOL**  
Kärntner Ring 1  
Vienna 1015  
Austria  
Tel: +43 1 515160  
Fax: +43 1 51516550

**VIENNA MARRIOTT HOTEL WIEN**  
Parkring 12a  
Vienna 1010  
Austria  
Tel: +43 1 515180  
Fax: +43 1 515186736

**IMPERIAL**  
Kärntner Ring 16  
Vienna 1015  
Austria  
Phone: +43 1 501100  
Fax: +43 1 50110410

**RADISSON SAS PALAIS HOTEL VIENNA**  
Parkring 16  
Vienna A-1010  
Austria  
Tel: +43 1 51517 0  
Fax: +43 1 512 22 16

---

**AUSTRIA CENTER VIENNA (ACV)**

IAKW - AG  
Bruno-Kreisky-Platz 1  
A-1220 Vienna  
Phone: +43-1- 260 69-0  
Fax: +43-1-260 69-303  
E-Mail: office@acv.at
VIENNA ACTIVITIES

Described as Europe’s cultural capital, Vienna is a metropolis that boasts unique charm, vibrancy and flair. Following the Forum, we hope you have the opportunity to explore the city. For your convenience, here is a list of some of Vienna’s attractions, along with admission prices, hours, and pertinent information.

BELVEDERE

Once the Baroque summer residence of Prince Eugene, an avid art collector and connoisseur, the palace holds the world’s largest Klimt collection in the Upper Belvedere. Superb temporary exhibitions, the sumptuous Golden Room, and the Hall of Grotesques are all housed in the Lower Belvedere and Orangery.
Admission: Adult - EUR 12,50  
Child - EUR 8,50  |  Senior - EUR 9,50  
Hours: 10:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m.

SIGMUND FREUD HAUS MUSEUM

Freud’s former home contains numerous documents and photographs from throughout the famous psychologist’s life. The Sigmund Freud Museum presents an exhibition documenting the life and work of the founder of psychoanalysis. Freud lived and worked in this house from 1891 until 1938, when he was forced by the National Socialists to flee with his family into exile in England. Today Anna Freud’s rooms house a collection of contemporary art, The Sigmund Freud Museum Contemporary Art Collection.
Admission: Adult - EUR 7,00  
Child - EUR 2,50  
Hours: 9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

HOFBIBLIOTHEK

Austria’s National Library is one of the grandest Baroque libraries in the world, in every sense a cathedral of books. Its centerpiece is the spectacular Prunksaal – the Grand Hall of the National Library – which probably contains more book treasures than any comparable collection outside the Vatican. From 1782, Mozart performed here regularly at the Sunday matinees of Baron Gottfried van Swieten, who lived in a suite of rooms in the grand, palace-like library.
Admission: Adult - EUR 5,00  
Hours: 10:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.  
(Closed Mondays; open until 9:00 p.m. Thursdays)

HUNDERTWASSERHAUS

Built between 1983 and 1986, and designed by Austrian artist Friedensreich Hundertwasser, Hundertwasserhaus features undulating floors, a roof covered with earth and grass, and large trees growing from inside the rooms, with limbs extending from windows. Within the house there are 52 apartments, 4 offices, 16 private terraces and 3 communal terraces, and a total of 250 trees and bushes.
Admission: Free  
Hours: Viewing always open

KUNSTHISTORISCHES MUSEUM

The Kunsthistorisches Museum houses most of the Habsburg family’s vast art collection. Built in 1891 to resemble the style of the Italian Renaissance, the Museum’s collections range from Ancient Egyptian and Greek and Roman Antiquities to the Collections of Medieval Art to the splendid Renaissance and Baroque Collections. In all, the museum is divided into eight different collections, some of which are housed in the Hofburg and in Schönbrunn Palace.
Admission: Adult - EUR 10,00  
Child - EUR 7,50  
Hours: 10:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.  
(Closed Mondays)

KARLSKIRCHE

Karlskirche is a church located on the Karlsplatz, a town square on the border of the first and fourth districts. Best known for its dome and two flanking columns of bas-reliefs, the church was completed in 1737 after its original architect, Johann Bernhard Fischer von Erlach, died and his son, Johann Emanuel Fischer von Erlach, finished the remarkable building. Mass occurs at 6:00 PM all days and additionally at 11:00 AM on Sundays. While mass is open, collection is passed around and touring the church then is considered impolite.
Admission: None  
Hours: 8:30 a.m. - 7:00 p.m.
Imagine a world …

Where a wife is stripped of her husband’s property when he dies.

With poverty so suffocating that parents are forced to sell children in order to survive.

Where people are imprisoned for breaking secret laws.

Without Rule of Law there is no justice, no social or economic development, and no highly developed moral societies.

LexisNexis is proud to be a Lead Sponsor of the World Justice Forum.
2008 is the 60th anniversary of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. To celebrate, individuals, and not just governments, are being asked to sign up to the goals of the Declaration. By doing so, you will pledge your commitment to upholding human rights principles in your daily life and community.

Will you sign up?
Visit www.theElders.org/humanrights. Read it. Embrace it. And choose to live by its principles.
The rule of law is the framework on which sustainable, successful societies are built. As an international law firm working around the world, Fulbright & Jaworski wholeheartedly supports the goals of The World Justice Project and its multi-disciplinary, international approach to a basic global need.

GE is proud to sponsor the World Justice Forum and shares its commitment to working for rule of law in support of social and economic justice.
Sullivan & Cromwell LLP salutes the World Justice Forum and the important work it is doing.

www.sullcrom.com

NEW YORK - WASHINGTON, D.C. - LOS ANGELES - PALO ALTO
LONDON - PARIS - FRANKFURT
TOKYO - HONG KONG - BEIJING - MELBOURNE - SYDNEY

For Advancing the Rule of Law, We Applaud

The World Justice Forum

Nelson Mullins Riley & Scarborough LLP
Attorneys and Counselors at Law
800.237.2000
www.nelsonmullins.com
The World Justice Project
And the Global Advancement of the Rule of Law
A movement and worldview we support.
A commitment to progress we stand behind.
Its determined champions we salute.

Boies, Schiller & Flexner LLP
WE RISE TOGETHER.

As good as we are alone, we become great when we work with each other. Boeing proudly salutes The World Justice Project in its never-ending mission to advance the rule of law throughout the world and lift us up to be our very best.

BOEING
The World Justice Project honors the 60th anniversary of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and supports the important work of The Elders.

By signing the Declaration here at the Forum, you can join over 19,000 people who have endorsed the Every Human Has Rights campaign.

To sign, visit the computer station near the Foyer Café, blue level entrance, and join us in saying:

“I believe Every Human Has Rights.”
Opening doors.
One person at a time.
A world ahead.

Advancing the rule of law by
Connecting people to a world of opportunity.

Find out how Intel is helping governments, educational systems, and businesses plan, compete, and succeed in the 21st century—whether locally or globally. Through the Intel World Ahead Program, you can improve lives in your country with access to technology, Internet connectivity, improved education, and digital content, applications, and services.

Contact your Intel representative to start planning today. Transforming lives:
www.intel.com/worldahead

© Copyright 2007, Intel Corporation. All rights reserved. Intel, the Intel logo, Intel. Leap ahead, and the Intel Leap ahead logo are trademarks of Intel Corporation in the U.S. and other countries.
*Other names and brands may be claimed as the property of others.
Advancement of the rule of law creates opportunity for the world community. We applaud the World Justice Project for its advocacy on human rights and its commitment to engaging a broad range of stakeholders in the building of strong legal and judicial systems.
We are proud to support WORLD JUSTICE PROJECT and its 2008 World Justice Forum

HP is honored to support the World Justice Forum.
Justice for All

K&L Gates is proud to support the

World Justice Project

and its efforts to extend the rule of law throughout the world, thereby helping to make communities safe, lift people from poverty, reduce corruption, improve public health, and enhance education.

K&L GATES

www.klgates.com